WHAT THE INTEGRITY OWNERS AND DEALERS HAVE TO SAY.

MAXIMUM SAFETY. GREATER LONGEVITY.
• Full weld vs. spot weld (more strength, longer life)
• Full frame welded mesh gates vs. spot welded (provides superior load
strength and longer life)
• Heavier steel frames (added stability, greater strength)
• Maximum paint protection (5-step painting process)

“I have been purchasing custom boat trailers
from Integrity Trailers for the past 10 years.
I like doing business with Integrity Trailers
because I can get a boat trailer custom
manufactured the way I want it, and they are
very price competitive in the market.”
Arlen Meeuwsen—Zeeland, Michigan
“Through the years, Brookview Lawn Care has
purchased eight Integrity Trailers because of
the quality build, design, and materials used.
Buying inexpensive trailers is not the best way
to go—we learned that lesson the hard way.”
Brookview Lawn Care— Zeeland, Michigan
“I purchased my first Integrity Trailer in 2006. I
like the versatility of the trailer and appreciated
the ‘can do’ attitude of the employees. There
was a true willingness to meet my need as a
customer. I am extremely pleased with my
trailer and the service given—you may pay
more, but you will be happier with the end
product.”
Dick Witham—North Muskegon, Michigan

“I live in Indianapolis and have purchased
five boat trailers from Integrity Trailers. I could
purchase trailers much closer to home, but
I drive 250 miles out of my way because my
experience is always positive, and they make
things happen for me. They cover all important
aspects of customer relations…they do what
they say, the standard of quality is consistent,
and I enjoy the friendly atmosphere.”
Bill Hayes—Indianapolis, Indiana
“Spartan Distributors has a long time business
relationship with Integrity Trailers because they
build our trailers to meet our specifications
and if an issue arises…it is taken care of. We
continue to conduct business because of the
quality and service provided. We could buy
trailers at half the price, but choose not to
because we value our employees’ time and
safety and can not afford to be broken down.
We don’t shop other trailers.”
Spartan Distributors—Sparta, Michigan
Integrity Trailer Dealer for utility trailers

“I chose Integrity Trailers because of the
balance between quality, price and service.
Don’t overlook what Integrity Trailers can do
to accommodate your trailer needs. Go for it!”
Jack Kelley—Grand Haven, Michigan
“Integrity Trailers has been building utility trailers
for my customers since 1999, and I continue
to do business with them because they build
fantastic trailers! They offer a galvanizing
program that no other trailer manufacturer
offers. The quality is excellent, and they stand
behind what they build.”
Magnum Equipment—Holland, Michigan
“Integrity Trailers repaired my 41’ Sabre boat
trailer and completely painted and refurbished
my 28’ Sabre boat trailer. Their work was
awesome! They were responsive, timely, cost
effective, and took the time to understand what
I really wanted.”
Mark Peters—President / CEO Butterball
Farms, Inc

• Maximum rust protection (hot dipped galvanizing, or redcoat steel)
• Custom fit for safer weight distribution (available on all boat trailers)
Dealer Information

• Highest quality lighting components
• Moisture resistant shrink tube wiring connections
• Individually grounded lights
• Built-in lights (protected in frames and rubber mounted for filament protection)
• Tool-free light bulb replacement
• Built-in tie downs (standard on all utilities)
• Full-size radial tires (provides maximum stability, better ride, longer wear)
• Safety lube axle systems (longer bearing life, lower maintenance)
• Highest quality jacks (greater stability and longer life)
• Rubber-coated safety cables vs. chains (greater strength, longer lasting)
• Brake-away back-up systems (provides maximum safety and load protection)
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It’s not just our name. It’s our reputation.
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For over 20 years, Integrity Trailers has been building the finest
utility and boat trailers available anywhere. Our standard and
custom models are designed smarter, engineered stronger,
and built better than ordinary trailers. That’s why
you can count on Integrity Trailers to provide you
with absolute reliability and peace of mind
for years to come.

If you’ve ever “white-knuckled” it on a tough stretch of road or in inclement conditions, you know how stressful trailering can be.
The trouble was, you weren’t pulling an Integrity Trailer. I guarantee you’ll feel safer pulling an Integrity Trailer.
Bill Hogan—President, Integrity Trailers

The Integrity Engineered Difference.

”

At Integrity Trailers, our mission is to provide a solution to your hauling needs,
with a broad product line of premium trailers for marine applications, automobile
haulers, along with equipment and general utility trailers. Our products offer an
exceptional value for those who seek the highest level of quality, attention to
detail, and features with rugged commercial-grade construction techniques.
As a company, we strive to exceed our customer’s expectations by providing
an unmatched level of service. Integrity isn’t just our name; it’s our reputation
and yours.
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Complete Welds
Each joint is welded to produce a much stronger frame. The tube itself will fracture
prior to the weld joint. This makes our trailers longer lasting and more durable.
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There’s an Integrity Trailer for nearly every application. Our limits reach as far as your imagination.
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Heavier Frames
Integrity frames are significantly heavier than most trailers on the road because we
use more high-quality, heavier gage steel than our competition. On some models
up to 40% more steel.

Frame Mounted Tie Downs
Integrity Trailer tie downs are always built in. We offer several different kinds
of frame mounted tie downs for securing your load. This is standard on all our
trailers, right down to our smallest models.
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Frames Resist Rust
Our frames are designed to resist rust longer than other trailers. Our painted trailers
start with redcoat steel, which is pre-primed at the mill. With the unique galvanizing
option, the frames are completely immersed in a galvanizing process that creates
the most durable protection against rust available today.

Radial Tires
We always use full-sized radials and never undersized bias ply tires. Radials
last significantly longer and are far more economical in the long run. Each set is
the correct size and capacity to provide a full margin of dependability, effective
load handling, and safety on the road.

11 Treated Lumber or Oak vs. Pine

5-Step Painting Process
Our rigorous 5-step painting process includes 2 coats of etching primer, covered
with 3 coats of durable industrial grade paint to assure the best-looking, longestlasting finish of any trailer.
Custom Fit Boat Trailers
Every Integrity boat trailer is custom fit to the exact bottom design of each
individual boat, providing a more secure load for greater stability and safety. Our
measuring process assures that our tubular uprights and pads precisely match the
most complex contours of any boat’s bottom, from “step” hulls to displacement
hull designs.
Waterproof Electrical
From sealed light capsules and heat shrink wiring connections, to individually
grounded lights—great care is taken to ensure safety and protect the electrical
system of an Integrity Trailer from moisture.

We use high-quality treated lumber verses cheap pine. Our light and medium
duty utility trailers use standard sized pressure treated lumber, which can be
easily replaced if necessary. Our heavy-duty equipment haulers incorporate Oak
decking, with extra structural supports to handle the added weight.

Benefit—Our trailers last longer and are more durable.

Heavier Frames
Integrity frames are significantly heavier than most trailers on the
road because we use more high-quality, heavier gage steel than
our competition—on some models, up to 40% more steel.
Benefit—Our frames handle more weight, eliminate stress
fractures and flexing, and perform better on the road.

Finish
We invest the time to ensure our finish lasts longer with a 5-step
painting process or galvanizing. The painted trailer’s finish will last
5-10 times longer than our competition. The galvanized trailers
will last up to 30 years without rusting.
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Jacks
Our trailers use higher capacity—higher quality jacks. Many manufactures
save money by skimping on cheap jacks that won’t last as long as the trailer.
Each one of our jacks is matched in capacity and features to meet each trailer’s
specific requirements, for a lifetime of trouble-free use.

Benefit—Long-term durability.
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Safe-T-Lube Axle System
Every Integrity Trailer—from the smallest 5 x 8 utility to the largest gooseneck—
is equipped with the Safe-T-Lube axle system. This means an extra margin
of protection for you and your loads—with lower maintenance costs and
significantly longer bearing life.
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Back Up Brake Systems
A trailer’s braking system is one of its most important features and safety is
one of our highest priorities. That is why we rely on two braking systems—not
just one. The electric and hydraulic brake systems on Integrity Trailers have a
fail-safe back-up system that will stop the trailer—independently of the tow
vehicle—should any problems arise.

Our “Perfect Fit” system ensures that each trailer is built
specifically for the unique hull designs of today’s boats. Support
is critical to maintain the structural integrity and resist hull
fractures and cracking—compromising the performance and,
more importantly, the safety of the boat.

Frame Protected Lights
Our lights are protected from impacts and the elements. All Integrity Trailer lights
are recessed into the frame, protecting them from potential damage. They are also
mounted into rubber to make them flexible to avoid “jarring” the filaments.
Truck Style Lighting
We use safer—and brighter—truck style lighting. Integrity Trailers use standard
truck style lights with optional LED lighting as a further safety enhancement. All
lights are individually grounded for easy troubleshooting.

Each joint on the frame is completely welded, consuming more
labor time, but ensuring the structural integrity of the trailer. The
joints are so strong, the tube itself would fracture before the weld
would break. We also incorporate these painstaking measures at
the ends of the expanded metal on the gates. This guarantees the
mesh does not separate from the gate where it is common for the
mesh to separate from the frame.
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Safety Cables vs. Chains
Integrity Trailers feature safety cables instead of chains. Every one is oversized
and plastic coated to be stronger and last longer than the rust-prone chains.

Custom Fit

Benefit—Will not damage the boat.

Waterproof Electrical
From sealed light capsules and heat shrink wiring connections, to
individually grounded lights—we have taken 22 years of building
boat trailers and perfected the reliability of the electrical systems.
The added bonus is that we have applied this technology to our
utility trailers.
Benefit—Safety, reliability, and durability.

Premium Running Gear
We use radial tires exclusively because loads are managed more
effectively and wear longer than bias ply tires. We also use the SafeT-Lube axle lubrication system, which simplifies the maintenance
of the bearings. Properly maintained bearings lower the risk of
bearing and axle failure on the road.
Benefit—Safety, reliability, and durability.
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WHAT THE INTEGRITY OWNERS AND DEALERS HAVE TO SAY.

MAXIMUM SAFETY. GREATER LONGEVITY.
• Full weld vs. spot weld (more strength, longer life)
• Full frame welded mesh gates vs. spot welded (provides superior load
strength and longer life)
• Heavier steel frames (added stability, greater strength)
• Maximum paint protection (5-step painting process)

“I have been purchasing custom boat trailers
from Integrity Trailers for the past 10 years.
I like doing business with Integrity Trailers
because I can get a boat trailer custom
manufactured the way I want it, and they are
very price competitive in the market.”
Arlen Meeuwsen—Zeeland, Michigan
“Through the years, Brookview Lawn Care has
purchased eight Integrity Trailers because of
the quality build, design, and materials used.
Buying inexpensive trailers is not the best way
to go—we learned that lesson the hard way.”
Brookview Lawn Care— Zeeland, Michigan
“I purchased my first Integrity Trailer in 2006. I
like the versatility of the trailer and appreciated
the ‘can do’ attitude of the employees. There
was a true willingness to meet my need as a
customer. I am extremely pleased with my
trailer and the service given—you may pay
more, but you will be happier with the end
product.”
Dick Witham—North Muskegon, Michigan

“I live in Indianapolis and have purchased
five boat trailers from Integrity Trailers. I could
purchase trailers much closer to home, but
I drive 250 miles out of my way because my
experience is always positive, and they make
things happen for me. They cover all important
aspects of customer relations…they do what
they say, the standard of quality is consistent,
and I enjoy the friendly atmosphere.”
Bill Hayes—Indianapolis, Indiana
“Spartan Distributors has a long time business
relationship with Integrity Trailers because they
build our trailers to meet our specifications
and if an issue arises…it is taken care of. We
continue to conduct business because of the
quality and service provided. We could buy
trailers at half the price, but choose not to
because we value our employees’ time and
safety and can not afford to be broken down.
We don’t shop other trailers.”
Spartan Distributors—Sparta, Michigan
Integrity Trailer Dealer for utility trailers

“I chose Integrity Trailers because of the
balance between quality, price and service.
Don’t overlook what Integrity Trailers can do
to accommodate your trailer needs. Go for it!”
Jack Kelley—Grand Haven, Michigan
“Integrity Trailers has been building utility trailers
for my customers since 1999, and I continue
to do business with them because they build
fantastic trailers! They offer a galvanizing
program that no other trailer manufacturer
offers. The quality is excellent, and they stand
behind what they build.”
Magnum Equipment—Holland, Michigan
“Integrity Trailers repaired my 41’ Sabre boat
trailer and completely painted and refurbished
my 28’ Sabre boat trailer. Their work was
awesome! They were responsive, timely, cost
effective, and took the time to understand what
I really wanted.”
Mark Peters—President / CEO Butterball
Farms, Inc

• Maximum rust protection (hot dipped galvanizing, or redcoat steel)
• Custom fit for safer weight distribution (available on all boat trailers)
Dealer Information

• Highest quality lighting components
• Moisture resistant shrink tube wiring connections
• Individually grounded lights
• Built-in lights (protected in frames and rubber mounted for filament protection)
• Tool-free light bulb replacement
• Built-in tie downs (standard on all utilities)
• Full-size radial tires (provides maximum stability, better ride, longer wear)
• Safety lube axle systems (longer bearing life, lower maintenance)
• Highest quality jacks (greater stability and longer life)
• Rubber-coated safety cables vs. chains (greater strength, longer lasting)
• Brake-away back-up systems (provides maximum safety and load protection)
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